
906 OPINIONS 

It is to be assumed that if there were special means provided by law to cover 
the challenge of the so-called absent voter's ballots that there would be no difficulty 
in handling any practical question arising in this or any other election. You are ad
vised that there is no specific provision for the challenge of absent voter's ballots. 
The requirements to be met by the elector who desires to vote under the absent 
voter's law are well known, and must be met in every particular before the ballot 
can be finally received, placed in the ballot box and counted. If any question should 
arise as to illegality on the face of the proceeding attendant upon the voting of an 
absent voter's ballot, and it should be determined bv the election officials that the 
ballot offered is not a bona fide absent Yoter' s ball;t either by reason of the fact 
that the elector is not in the first place qualified to cast such a ballot or the legal 
requirements have not been met in the preparation of the ballot, then there is no 
question whatsoever that the same safeguards placed around the voting of an or
dinary ballot should be employed to prevent any fraudulent voting in the case of 
the so-called absent voter's ballot. In other words, a ballot offered as an "absent 
voter's ballot" by one found not to be entitled to vote in the particular precinct by 
reason of non-residence or otherwise, should be refused. 

Election officials should be impressed with the fact that great care should be 
exercised with such refused ballot to the end that in any subsequent judicial investi
gation no injustice could possibly result from the refusal of the ballot by the elec
tion officials. 

The provisions of section 5090 of the General Code should be strictly adhered 
to in the care of any disputed so-called absent voter's ballots. 

The identification envelopes of so-called absent voter's ballots which are found 
by the election officials to be fraudulent should not under any circumstances be 
opened. 

By adhering to the above course, the integrity of the ballot will be insured, 
and it will be absolutely possible to insure the ascertainment of the correct result 
of the election. 
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Respectfully, 
JoHN G. PRICE, 

Attorlley-Gelzeral. 

APPROVAL, BONDS OF VANLUE VILLAGE SCHOOL DISTRICT, HAN
'COCK COUNTY, $147,350, FOR ERECTIOX OF SCHOOL BUILDIXG. 
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